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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose a framework that combines the functionality of data exploration and

automatic presentation systems to create a knowledge-based, interactive, data exploration

system. The purpose of a data exploration system is to enable users to uncover and extract

relationships hidden in large data sets.  The purpose of an automatic presentation system is to

reduce the need for users and application developers to have graphic design expertise and to

spend much time interacting with graphics packages to view their data. Previous work on data

exploration was limited to query mechanisms that were often complex to learn and difficult to

use, data manipulation mechanisms that did not provide complete coverage of the operations

needed by users (especially the ability to form ad hoc groupings of data), and graphics that were

restricted to a small set of predefined visualizations. Automatic presentation research, although

addressing these issues,  has been limited to the display of small data sets. This research has also

not developed approaches to combine interactive, user-directed processes of design and data

manipulation with automatic presentation mechanisms. We propose a framework that overcomes

these limitations of current data exploration systems and integrates new interactive capabilities

with automatic presentation components. This approach to supporting data exploration integrates

recent work on SageTools, an environment for interactive and automatic presentation design,

with a prototypical  interactive data manipulation system called IDES.  In this paper, we present

our work on the IDES data manipulation capabilities and discuss requirements for coordinating

them with automatic presentation of large data sets.

KEYWORDS:  Data Exploration,  Data Visualization, Intelligent Interfaces, Automatic

Presentation Systems, Graphic Design, Computer-supported Design, Large Data Sets.

1.  INTRODUCTION
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The widespread use of databases and computers is requiring growing numbers of people to use

and understand increasing amounts of information. These databases contain diverse data,

including combinations of quantitative, temporal, categorical, hierarchical, geographic, and other

types of information. Users of these large data repositories will not be limited to scientists and

technically oriented professionals. Thus, there is a need for software that assists users with

diverse levels of expertise in their data exploration tasks without substantial training and/or

effort. The tasks users need to perform with information go beyond retrieving simple facts and

answering focused questions. Instead, the tasks involve solving problems and making decisions

based on the current state of the data, which is often repeatedly refined and extracted.  These

decisions depend upon the userÕs understanding of the relationships latent within the data.  Once

an interesting relationship is discovered, the user can use it to guide the next instruction to the

system.  This iterative and interactive process, which Brachman [5] calls data archaeology, is

initiated and controlled by people.  In contrast, data mining [10] emphasizes the use of automatic

mechanisms to search for patterns.

We propose a framework for building a knowledge-based interactive data exploration  system

that will support the data archaeology process. Doing so requires understanding the interactive

and iterative processes of data exploration. Specifically,  tools must support three kinds of

exploration subtasks:

1. data visualization operations, which include finding or designing and creating effective

graphics.

2. data manipulation operations, which include selecting data for display, focusing on

particular attributes of the data, and grouping or reorganizing data.

3. data analysis operations, which include statistical testing, summarization, and

transformation for understanding properties of the data.

Of course, these subtasks are interdependent and overlapping.  For example, a user may wish to

select data directly from a visualization (a data manipulation operation performed on a

visualization).  Data exploration systems will need to employ other user interface techniques that

provide easy interaction and communication with the components of the system that generate

displays, such as direct manipulation [11]. They also need to employ query mechanisms that

allow the user to focus on their data and results and not on the process of creating a query.

Data Visualization. Automating portions of the data exploration process requires specific

knowledge relevant to each of the three exploration subtasks.  For data visualization, research has

focused on systems that can automatically generate a display of data composed of graphics and

text or developing new techniques customized to specific tasks or types of analyses. The intent of
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automatic presentation systems is to relieve users and application programmers of the need for

graphic design knowledge and of the task of designing and specifying displays. This lets users

concentrate on their goals for viewing information.  Furthermore, for complex combinations of

data, automatic presentation systems have the ability to generate graphics that users might not

even consider.  However, research on existing automatic presentation systems has been narrow,

primarily focusing on representing knowledge of graphic design and not on interactive

mechanisms for performing design. Recent work [19] has applied this technology to create

computer supported data-graphic design tools, in which users can interactively specify and/or

search and choose from a library of previously created graphics. This system, called SageTools,

builds on an automatic presentation system called SAGE [16, 17, 18] and provides an approach

to situating automatic technology in an environment which supports iterative and interactive

data-graphic creation.

Previous automatic presentation systems have also been limited to the display of small data sets -

those that fit well in a single computer window  [6, 12, 14, 16, 17, 19].  These systems are unable

to support many applications that use hundreds or even thousands of data elements.  When

dealing with such large data sets, it is no longer sufficient for the presentation system to create

only a display. The system must also provide mechanisms for interactive manipulation and

analysis of large data sets.

Data Manipulation. The functionality needed for large data set manipulation and analysis in an

automatic presentation system is an extension of that needed in a conventional data exploration

system.  Thus, it is useful to first explore standard data exploration systems in which there are

several popular approaches to providing interactive data manipulation techniques. Data base

query systems, statistical packages and electronic spreadsheets provide various levels of support

for accessing, modifying and reorganizing data. However, these are not well integrated with

effective graphics techniques, nor do they provide flexible, low-effort tools that can be used by a

broad cross-section of users. Query systems have great flexibility but require learning

programming skills and lack convenient tools for organizing and summarizing information.

Spreadsheets have greater intuitive appeal but lose the flexibility of query languages for selecting

data.  They also have a limited ability to rapidly reorganize information. Attempts to provide

spreadsheets with these capabilities have often resulted in new programming environments rather

than effective interface mechanisms.

In exploring the nature of data manipulation techniques, we classify data manipulation goals into

three categories: controlling the scope (selecting desired portions of data), choosing the level of

detail (creating and decomposing aggregates of data), and selecting the focus of attention
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(concentrating on the attributes of data that are relevant to current analysis). We have used this

classification to evaluate the functionality of existing data manipulation interface techniques.

Based on these results, we have expanded an interface mechanism called the Aggregate

Manipulator (AM) [15] and combined it with Dynamic Queries (DQ) [1] in a prototype system

called IDES (Interactive Data Exploration System). We use the results of our experience with

IDES to propose extensions to SageTools to handle large data sets. The goal of these extensions

and the integration of IDES with SageTools is a knowledge-based interactive data exploration

system, a tool for users who are investigating relationships in large data sets.

In this paper, we concentrate on an overview of a framework  for accomplishing this goal and the

details of the IDES system.  Section 2 discusses the proposed integration of SAGE and IDES.

Section 3 discusses the data manipulation operations: controlling the scope, choosing the level of

detail, and selecting the focus of attention.  Section 4 explains how we selected the interface

mechanisms used in IDES.  Section 5 gives an overview of the design of IDES. Section 6

provides examples of how IDES is an effective tool for covering the data manipulation

operations, due to the complementary nature of AM and DQ, as well as IDESÕs inherent

flexibility in methods of exploring large data sets.  This is demonstrated in two domains:

shipping and real estate.  Section 7 highlights the extensions required for SAGE as illustrated by

the properties of large data sets in IDES.

2.  FRAMEWORK FOR KNOWLEDGE-BASED INTERACTIVE DATA

EXPLORATION

In this section, we propose a framework for a knowledge-based interactive data exploration

system.  Figure 1 shows the conceptual architecture that will be discussed in this section.  The

framework is composed of system modules, communication protocols, and knowledge of data

and task characteristics and graphic design.  Users communicate through direct manipulation

interfaces, which generate appropriate directives to other components. The components access

stored knowledge relevant to their functionality and the data. The following subsections will

expand on these three concepts.
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Figure 1: Proposed architecture for knowledge-based interactive data exploration.

2.1  System Components

All the components in the architecture provide one or more mechanisms for supporting data

visualization, data manipulation, or data analysis.  SAGE [16, 17, 18] is an automatic

presentation system containing many features of related systems like APT, BOZ, and ANDD

[12, 6, 14]. SAGE uses a characterization of data [16] to be visualized and a user's data viewing

goals to design graphics. Design operations include selecting techniques based on expressiveness

and effectiveness criteria and composing and laying out graphics appropriate to the data and user

goals.

SageTools [19], an extension of SAGE, goes beyond previous presentation systems in several

ways. SAGE can create graphics when users completely specify their designs (using SageBrush)

as well as when they provide no specifications at all. Most importantly, it can accept partial

specifications at any level of completeness between these two extremes and finish the design in a

reasonable manner. User specifications generate design directives, which constrain the path of a

search algorithm that selects and composes graphics to create a design. The ability to accept

partial specifications is due to a rich object representation of the components of graphic displays,

including their syntax (i.e., their spatial and structural  relationships) and semantics (i.e., how

they indicate the correspondence between data and graphics). The representation allows SAGE to

produce combinations of a wide variety of 2D graphics (e.g., charts, tables, map-like coordinate
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systems, text-outlines, networks). It also enables SageBook to support search for previously

created pictures with graphical or data elements specified by users. A detailed discussion of

automatic design capabilities can be found elsewhere [6, 12, 16, 17, 18, 19].

SageBrush is a tool with which users sketch or assemble graphical elements to create designs and

map them to data. SageBrush provides users with an intuitive and efficient language for

sketching their designs, then translates these sketches into a form that can be interpreted by

SAGE. The assumption is that any interactive design interface that attempts to provide complete

coverage of graphics will require a knowledgeable system behind it to be successful.

New designs begin with a user's selection of a partial prototype. As illustrated in Figure 2,

SageBrush's interface (left window) consists of a design work area (center ) into which users

drag prototypes (top), graphemes (left), and data attribute names (bottom). Prototypes are partial

designs, each with a spatial organization, graphemes, and/or encoders that commonly occur

together. Encoders are frames of reference for interpreting properties of graphemes. For example,

axis encoders enable us to interpret (i.e., derive a data value from) the position of a bar (a

grapheme) in a chart (a spatial framework).

Prototypes are extended by adding graphemes and selecting properties of them to assign to data

attributes (e.g., their color, shape, size, position, etc.). While the chart and map prototypes have

no graphemes, dragging them into the design work area creates an encoding space which

supports new design choices. The encoding space of a chart or map is defined by the interior of

the two axes or coordinate-frame, respectively. Dragging a mark grapheme into a chart's

encoding space results in directives to SAGE to include these grapheme types in the design, with

their positional properties interpreted relative to the chart's coordinate system.
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Figure 2: The SageBrush interface (on left) and the SageBook interface (on right)

SageBook (Figure 2, right windows) is a tool for browsing and retrieving previously created

pictures (i.e. complete, rendered designs) and utilizing them to visualize new data. SageBook

supports an approach to design in which people remember or examine previous successful

visualizations and use them as a starting point for designing displays of new data.  After selecting

a visualization, users extend or customize it as needed. Our experiences in graphic design suggest

that search and reuse of prior cases with customization is a common process. Therefore, our goal

is to provide methods for searching through previously created pictures based on their graphical

properties and/or the properties of the data they express. A picture found in this way can

optionally be modified in SageBrush prior to sending it to SAGE, which creates a similar style

graphic for the new data. SageBook capitalizes on the explicit representation of designs and data

characteristics by SAGE to provide a vocabulary for expressing search criteria.

SAGE and SageBrush will need to be extended to handle large data sets.  For example, SAGE

will need to create visualizations that group portions of data to control level of detail (e.g., given

screen constraints and user direction, SAGE might choose the picture in Figure 4b rather than in

Figure 4a).  Section  7.2 will briefly discuss how the syntactic and semantic representation of

graphics and data characteristics will need be extended to create displays containing these data

groupings.  SageBrush will need to include new interactive graphemes, such as the aggregate

gateway grapheme, the graphical representation for a grouping of data.
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Most of all, SageTools will need a Data Manipulation component to provide a variety of

interface mechanisms for grouping,  filtering, transforming and performing other operations on

data.  Data manipulation operations are the focus of IDES, and Section 7 will discuss their role in

the broader framework. Sections 3-6 explain the purpose and capabilities of IDES in detail.

2.2  Communication

Communication between the user and the components of the exploration system occurs via

directives, which are messages that can result from user actions.  Directives are generated

through interactions with a variety of user interfaces, including menu commands, dialog boxes

and direct manipulation techniques, such as sliders, button selection, and drag and drop

mechanisms.  There are several types of directive:

Presentation directives are the means by which users communicate their intent for the creation

of graphics.  There are four types of presentation directives: task, style, aesthetic, and data. Task

directives are used to communicate a user's information-seeking goals (e.g.,  the data must be

viewed very accurately).  Style directives are display goals which affect the types of graphic

techniques that are used to encode data (e.g., use saturation to show neighborhood as in Figure

4).   Aesthetic directives influence the choice of values  for graphical techniques (e.g. the color

values, scale of axes, shape of objects). Data directives, discussed in subsequent sections, are the

means by which the user communicates with the data manipulation and analysis component of

the system.  Following are some examples of each types of presentation directive.

Task Directives:

¥ indicate specific information-seeking goals for particular data attributes, e.g., looking up

accurate values, detecting correlations, locating needs, scanning for differences.

¥ prioritize data attributes, e.g., the "cost" data attribute should be displayed more

prominently than the "quantity" attribute, and the information-seeking goals for cost have

a higher priority than the information-seeking goals for quantity.

¥ will need to include focus of attention and level of detail directives, because the choice of

number of attributes and the groupings of data  affect the choice of graphical techniques.

Display Directives:

¥ Style Directives: Convey combinations of graphical and textual techniques.  For example,

users may specify a display with two bar charts side by side, whose vertical axes are

identical, or that they don't want to use color to encode a data attribute.  Design directives

will also need to convey interface objects to be included in displays to perform data

manipulation.
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¥ Aesthetic Directives:  Inform the presentation system of the user's preferences for the

appearance of the picture, e.g., use red, blue, and white, or draw the picture in a 3" x 5"

window.

Previous automatic presentation systems did not provide interfaces for users to convey

directives.  In SageTools, task, style and aesthetic directives are generated through SageBrush

and SageBook specifications.  For an interactive data exploration system, we need to expand the

task and display directives to include operations associated with large data sets. We also need to

introduce data directives for communication with the data manipulation and analysis component

of the system.  Section 7.1 will briefly discuss the data directives.

2.3  Data Characterization and Design Knowledge

A knowledge-based interactive data exploration system must be application-independent, yet

able to interpret data sufficiently in each new application. It is able to do this because of a

general vocabulary for describing the data and task characteristics of domains.  It uses these

characteristics along with design knowledge to generate graphics [16, 17, 18, 19].

The data characterization is provided by an application developer or user and can be modified or

updated by the user through a data characterization generator.  It is based on an underlying

vocabulary for describing the semantic and structural properties of the data (actual and derived)

that are relevant to presentation design [4, 16].  A complete set of data characteristics enables

appropriate mappings between the data and graphics.  All current work on automatic presentation

is founded on a strong definition of the data characteristics.  Data characteristics include:

 ¥ sets of data objects, including  distinctions among quantitative, ordinal, and nominal

scales of measurement; whether objects represent coordinates or amounts, where a

coordinate is a point or location temporally, spatially or otherwise (e.g., calendar-date)

and an amount is a value not embedded in a frame of reference (e.g., weight or number-

of-days); ordering conventions among objects, etc.

 ¥ attributes of objects, e.g., whether an attribute or relation maps from one object to one or

more other objects; whether missing values are meaningful; the arity of a relation; etc.

¥ higher order relationships among attributes, e.g., the semantics underlying the relation

between the beginning, end and duration of a time interval or the relationship between

longitude and latitude in a two-dimensional spatial representation.

¥ domain of membership, which refers to whether data measures time, space, temperature,

currency, mass, etc., which enables a system  to preserve such standard conventions as

time displayed  along a horizontal axis, and East-West appearing right to left.
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¥ algebraic dependencies among database elements, e.g., each bar in the stacked bar chart

displays the sum of its parts.

The data characterization is interpreted by using application-independent design knowledge.

Design knowledge contains two components: a library of presentation techniques and

mechanisms for selecting and combining techniques. The library of presentation techniques

consists of: (1) graphical and textual techniques for displaying the components of various kinds

of tables, charts, maps and network diagrams; (2) information describing the types of data for

which the technique is suitable (e.g., the graphical technique color is suitable for nominal data

with six or fewer items); and (3) the syntactic or structural relations among elements used in

graphics (e.g., axes, lines, points, labels). The presentation design knowledge contains

information about which techniques best satisfy which goals, how techniques can be combined,

and which combinations of techniques create the most effective presentation for the users' data,

according to their information seeking and display goals.  It also has knowledge about how to

structure, organize, and lay out displays and their components. Extensions to this knowledge and

to the data and task characterization language are needed to support large data set exploration

and are discussed in subsequent sections.

This section provided an overview of the components of a  framework for  data exploration

environments. It was based on prior research on SageTools, which was an approach to computer

supported data-graphic design and IDES, an experimental data manipulation tool for large data

sets.  Our future research will involve extending SageTools to incorporate the features of IDES

so that visualizations created with SageTools include appropriate data manipulation operations.

Sections 3-6 will discuss the implementation and functionality of IDES, and Section 7 will

discuss the extensions necessary  for large data set functionality.

3.  DATA MANIPULATION:  CONTROLLING SCOPE, FOCUS OF ATTENTION,  &

LEVEL OF DETAIL

The exploration goals that a user will have are clearly task dependent.  These goals are also

dynamic, changing as the user views various data and displays. Data manipulation is one of the

processes that users perform in data exploration.  Springmeyer [20] performed an extensive

empirical analysis of the processes that scientists use when performing data analysis.  Her

category Òdata cullingÓ is most similar to that of data manipulation. We have analyzed the data

manipulation process in detail for object-attribute data (data which consists of an object such as a

house and several attributes for that object, such as selling-price and number of bedrooms) and
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have identified three types of exploration operations: controlling the scope, selecting the focus of

attention, and choosing the level of detail.

Controlling scope involves restricting the amount of data one wishes to consider.  There are two

ways this can be accomplished: (1) selecting a subset of values of a data attributes, such as only

cities with a population over 2 million, or (2) disjunctively join subsets of the data, such as data

for cities where the population is over 1 million (set 1) or cities which have a population between

2 million and 10 million and are in the Eastern US (set 2)

The second class of goals addresses focus of attention, which involves choosing the attributes of

data one wishes to view in displays, to use for scope operations, and to use to control the level of

detail. For example, a database of cars may consist of various attributes (car-model, year,

company, cost, miles-per-gallon, repair-rating), but a user may wish to just focus on the average

miles-per-gallon (for all car-models of a given company).

There is one specialized focus operation, the creation of derived attributes, which are attributes

that do not occur in the original data and are defined by the user. For example, for our car data,

we can create a derived-attribute called manufacturing-location (with values of American,

European and Asian) by assigning a value to each car based on its manufacturer. The result is

three groups, that can be displayed visually by coloring the cars on a display based on their

manufacturer.  Referred to as brushing [7] or painting [13], this technique control focus of

attention using color.  Another way to create derived attributes is to transform existing attributes

by some filter [9], for example, create a binary attribute, fuel-efficient, from the car attribute

miles-per-gallon by filtering the data by miles-per-gallon greater than 30.

The third type of goal is choosing the level of detail, which involves changing the granularity of

the data that the user wants to examine, either by aggregation  (combining data into meaningful

groups) or by decomposition: (breaking a larger data group into smaller groups).  The process of

aggregation is sometimes referred to as composition, when the process involves combining two

data groups.  Suppose we have house-sale data with the following attributes: number-houses-

sold, total-sale-price, and date, where date represents a day of 1992.  This involves 365 data

points.  The user may wish to change the level of detail by grouping dates into months and

displaying the total sales per month.  This reduces a display of 365 data points to one of 12

(aggregation).  On any resultant aggregate, users might want to do data analysis operations,

which involve examining derived properties of the data. These include defining summary

statistics, which are statistics that can be computed on the values of attributes (e.g., sum or

average), such as the average total-sale-price for 1992.
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Decomposition involves reducing a data group into smaller groups based on the same or different

attributes of the included data objects.  Figure 3a gives an example of how decomposition could

occur for a real estate sales database with the following attributes: house-selling-price,

neighborhood, number-of-bedrooms, lot-size. The neighborhood attribute has the values

{Squirrel Hill, Shadyside, Point Breeze}.  The grouping of ÒAll HousesÓ is decomposed by

neighborhood into three sub-groups of houses, one for each neighborhood.  Each neighborhood

group is partitioned further by lot size: lot sizes less than or equal to 8000 ft. and lot sizes greater

than 8000 ft.  Figure 3b shows the representation of the house data in the aggregate

manipulatorÕs outliner (described further in section 6).

Figure 3: Decomposition Representations: (a) Decomposition Tree (b) Aggregate

Manipulator representation.

We could also perform the same aggregation using data visualizations.  For the same real estate

data (as in Figure 3b), Figure 4a shows the scatter plot depicting houses, where the number of

bedrooms attribute is on the x-axis and price is on the y-axis.  If we aggregate all the individual

data points by neighborhood, we obtain the scatter plot in Figure 4b which consists of three data

groups, each of which is plotted using the average bedroom and average price.  Figure 4c shows

the plot where each neighborhood aggregate has been decomposed into two lot-size partitions

(under8000 and over8000).
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Figure 4: Example of Aggregation in Visualization.  (a)  The raw data.  (b)

Aggregating the raw data by neighborhood.  (c)  Decomposing the neighborhood

aggregates by the lot-size attribute.

As we can see from Figure 3a, the process of decomposition forms a hierarchy, which structures

data into meaningful groupings specified by the user. We have identified four classes of

decomposition:

¥ user-defined or pre-defined natural groupings: These can be defined interactively by the

user or in advance as built-in knowledge.  A possible pre-defined natural grouping is

time, e.g., years -> quarters -> months.  An example of a user-defined grouping is data on

crimes, where each crime data object has a date attribute. An analyst may decide to break

the year into holiday days and non-holiday days (as illustrated in Figure 5a).

¥ element frequency divisions: Divisions are computed by the system to have the same

number of elements (equi-frequency). For example, if the user wants 20 divisions

(partitioned by time) of the 1000 crimes committed in 1991, then there will be 50 crimes

per time interval and each time interval can have a different size (Figure 5b).

¥ set interval divisions :  Divisions are computed by the system to have the same interval

size (equi-interval.). In the above example, if the user wants weekly divisions of the data,

the system would divide the data into weeks: 1/1-1/7, 1/8-1/14, etc. (Figure 5c).

¥ system-provided statistical methods: The system can use clustering statistics or other

methods to partition the data into groups.

ALL-DATES

HOLIDAY NON-HOLIDAY
AGGREGATES:

NUMBER OF
CRIMES:

ALL-DATES

1/1-1/5 1/6-1/29

USER-DEFINED EQUI-FREQUENCY

350 650

...
ALL-DATES

1/1-1/7 1/8-1/14

EQUI-INTERVAL

...

50 50 65 17

(a) (b) (c)
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Figure 5:  Types of decomposition.

4.  SELECTING INTERFACE MECHANISMS

In the last section, we discussed a categorization of data manipulation operations - methods of

selecting, grouping, and transforming data.  In previous work [8], the authors have evaluated data

exploration software according to this classification and discussed their advantages and

disadvantages; the results are summarized in Table 1.

Dynamic Query or Queries (DQ) is an interactive technique which allows the user to manipulate

sliders to control the amount of data displayed [1].  Each slider as shown in Figure 11,

corresponds to a data attribute.  The Aggregate Manipulator mechanism of Webs [15] was

designed for level of detail operations, that of aggregation (grouping) and decomposition

(partitioning groups), along with the display of group summary statistics.  Iconographer [9] uses

directed graphs that are programmed visually by the user to control scope, level of detail, and

focus of attention operations.  Powerplay [3] allows decomposition in pre-defined hierarchical

structures.  Excel allows level of detail operations through an ÒoutlineÓ mechanism in which the

user can create groupings of data sets through a cumbersome process of individually linking cells

in the database. SQL and other database query interfaces provide the most expressive means for

specifying control of scope, but require learning complex programming languages to perform

these and other operations.

.

- filter data using attribute(s)
- select multiple disjunctive subsets

- select attribute(s) for viewing operations
- select attribute(s) for level of detail operations
- derive attribute(s) from existing attributes

- predefined aggregation & decomposition
- flexible aggregation & decomposition
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Table 1: The data exploration operations provided by different software or techniques.

If the software (technique) allowed the operation in a simple, straightforward manner,

we assigned the value ÒxxÓ.  If the operation involved non-intuitive operations, lots of

steps, or steps bordering on programming, we assigned the value ÒxÓ.

Table 1 suggests that the aggregate manipulator provides complete coverage of desired data

manipulation operations. However, the AM does not perform the scope operations of filtering
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data or selecting attributes for viewing operations as well as DQ does. For filtering data, the AM

requires creating user-defined partitions, which might have to be re-created for a slightly

different choice of data (e.g., if users decide they want to view data for houses which sold for

$125,000-$200,000 instead of $100,000-$200,000).  Furthermore, if the user partitions the data

set several times, it can be confusing what portion of the data (i.e., what range of values for the

various attributes) is being displayed. In the case of DQ, determining these values is

straightforward, since each attribute has its own slider or selector mechanism. However, DQ does

not have the ability to disjunctively combine sets (e.g., display houses which sold for $50,000-

$100,000 in the neighborhood Squirrel Hill and those that sold for $50,000-$150,000 in

Shadyside) without creating methods that have multiple sets of dynamic queries linked to the

same display.  Thus, there is a need for a mechanism such as the AM to perform this and other

operations (e.g. displaying summary statistics).  Examples of the interactions between DQ and

the AM will be given in Section 6.

In order to integrate AM and DQ in a prototype for exploration of large data sets IDES [8], we

needed to extend them to function for many types of data.  For the AM, this required exploring

the types of operations that users would want to do with their data and then extending the AM so

it could perform these types of decompositions and summary statistics based on a general data

characterization rather than application-specific mechanisms.  For DQ, we needed to be able to

create a slider on demand and to have a method to select elements of nominal (non-numeric,

unordered elements) data rather than just ranges of quantitative (numeric) data. For nominal data

we use a scrolling list of elements (see Figure 11) and allow the user to select multiple elements

of the list.  Since the combination of these new versions of AM and DQ is not data specific, it is

easily generalized to any new object-attribute data set.

5.  SYSTEM DESIGN

The main functionality and dataflow of IDES is summarized in Figure 6. Decoupling the display

area and the AM (which were linked in Webs) has the advantage that the user can explore and

manipulate the data in the display area or the AM without affecting the other workspaces.  This

allows maintaining multiple perspectives on the data at different levels of detail. However, this

has the drawback that aggregates that appear in the AM may or may not appear in the Display

Area and vice versa.  Whether or not this causes problems for users will be evaluated in user

studies.
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DDDDIIIISSSSPPPPLLLLAAAAYYYY::::
   map, chart, etc.

AAAAGGGGGGGGRRRREEEEGGGGAAAATTTTEEEE
MMMMAAAANNNNIIIIPPPPUUUULLLLAAAATTTTOOOORRRR::::

¥ summary statistics
¥ good at level of detail
   operations: creating and
   manipulating aggregegates

passes
data and

aggregates
for

display

DDDDYYYYNNNNAAAAMMMMIIIICCCC    QQQQUUUUEEEERRRRYYYY::::
¥  controls data on display
¥  good at scope operations

passes
aggregates

Figure 6:  Data Flow for the AM & DQ.

The AM, DQ, and display comprise three of the four IDES workspaces  (see Figure 11). The AM

is a workspace for creating, decomposing, and directing the display of aggregates in other areas.

The Display Area is both a work area for creating aggregates and a place to view the elements of

the aggregates created by the AM. Dynamic query sliders are always connected to the current

display. Changing the sliders changes the portion of the data that is displayed. Above the Display

Area are menus that allow the user to create an aggregate, show an aggregate, clear the Display

Area, and perform related functions. New aggregates can be created in the Display Area by

selecting data points (represented by icons or graphical symbols) individually or as groups.

Selected icons can be composed into a new aggregate, by the ÒCreate AggregateÓ command from

the Display options. The user gives the aggregate a name, and the points representing the

individual data objects are replaced by an icon representing an the aggregate data object, which

we call an aggregate gateway.  Users can move aggregates into the AM to be worked on further

and optionally transferred back to the Display Area.  If the aggregate is selected in the Display

Area and a corresponding aggregate exists in the AM, both are highlighted. Lastly, users can

decompose an existing aggregate into its components in the Display Area by double-clicking on

the aggregate gateway object. The number of objects displayed reflects the bounds of the existing

dynamic query sliders. This change in detail is not mirrored in the AM.

The last workspace consists of the data detail area (lower right corner), which is used for

showing selected attributes of subsets of aggregates or individual data objects.

6  APPLICATIONS

We have implemented this design for a shipping domain and a real estate domain.  We will show

advantages of using multiple visualizations, aggregation of data, and iterative processing to allow

the user to find answers to data exploration questions.  We will also show the usefulness of the

AM for combining groupings of data, in particular joining sets disjunctively, and we will show

the advantages of combining both DQ and the AM mechanisms.

6.1  Shipping
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Consider a scenario in which the U.S. government is sending emergency supplies worldwide.

Transportation planners use a database of shipments, where each record represents a description

of a single order to be transported.  An order has the following attributes: shipment ID, origin

port, destination port, mode of transportation (air/sea), priority, quantity (shipment weight in

tons), scheduled arrival date (FAD), due date (LAD), and lateness (FAD - LAD).  The initial

state of IDES is a scatterplot display (Figure 7 shows the scatterplot after some operations have

been performed) and a single aggregate of all individual records, called ALL-SHIPMENTS,  in

the aggregate manipulator.  All points above the diagonal line in Figure 7 are late.  We want to

know which destination seaports have large quantities of high priority late shipments, so that we

can send additional personnel and equipment to assist with the situation.

We first want to display the number of items in ALL-SHIPMENTS and the total quantity (in

tons) of shipments in the AM.  We obtain these values by pressing on the top column header area

of the AM table and selecting the summary statistic ÒcountÓ.  This gives the total number of

items, i.e. 265 (Figure 7).  For the second column we select the summary statistic ÒtotalÓ, then

obtain a list of the possible attributes that can be used with ÒtotalÓ and from this list select

ÒquantityÓ. This procedure could just as easily have been done in reverse, choosing the attribute

ÒquantityÓ and then selecting from a list of possible summary statistic options. Because the

system has built-in knowledge data characteristics for each attribute (refer to Section 2.3), the

choices are limited to those appropriate for the attribute.  For example, since ÒtotalÓ is not a valid

summary statistic for the attribute Òdue-dateÓ (dates are coordinates rather than quantities and

hence canÕt be totaled) it wouldnÕt be on the list if the Òdue-dateÓ attribute were already chosen.

We then decompose the ALL-SHIPMENTS aggregate by mode, by pressing on the ALL-

SHIPMENTS aggregate in the aggregate manipulator, which gives a pop-up menu of attributes,

the decomposition options.  We choose ÒmodeÓ which creates two aggregates, AIR and SEA

(Figure 7).  These new aggregates are indented from the initial group ALL-SHIPMENTS in the

outliner (the leftmost column) of the AM. We want to display only the sea shipping data, so we

clear the display, select and move the SEA aggregate from the AM into the display  We then

double click on the SEA aggregate (i.e. gateway) in the display area to display the individual

shipment data.
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Figure 7:  Scatterplot display after a series of operations.  In the upper right hand

corner is the outliner portion of the AM and in the upper left hand corner are the

option buttons.  Pressing on an option button gives a pop-up menu of available

commands.

We now create a slider bar for priority by pressing on ÒCreate DQÓ in the DQ area.  We choose

the attribute ÒpriorityÓ from the list of options and use the resulting slider to limit the shipments

displayed to those with priority 1 to 6.  Figure 7 shows the results of these operations.

Additional sliders for other attributes could also be created.

We decide to focus only on the first cluster of the two late shipment clusters (the lower left

region of the display in Figure 7).  We select all shipments above the diagonal line using

bounding boxes .  When we have the desired group, we choose the command Create Aggregate

from the Display Options and name the aggregate SEA-LATE-HIGHPRIO.  We then display this
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aggregate in the aggregate manipulator and decompose it by all values of the attribute destination

port (Figure 8).

We change to the map display, then select the four aggregates in the AM that represent ports with

the largest total quantity of late shipments.  We display them on the map (their representation is a

larger graphical object than the individual shipments) to see their location.  We notice that three

of them are in North Tunisia, and we select those three aggregates on the display, which

highlights (selects) them in the AM.  We then create an aggregate in the AM and name it

NORTH-TUNISIA-LATE.  Figure 8 shows the results of these operations.  We can see the total

quantity (in tons) of late shipments, which gives us an idea of the extent of the problem and what

resources we might need to allocate to the situation.

Figure 8:  The map display and AM after creating an aggregate NORTH-TUNISIA-

LATE out of the ports in North Tunisia with the largest weight of late shipments

(Bizerte, Porto-Farina, and Tunis).

This example has shown the value of multiple visualizations for aggregate creation and

decomposition to support the user in the exploration process.  Formulating SQL-like queries for

this situation would be difficult because the user is unaware at the beginning where the problem

destination ports are located and whether or not these ports are close enough geographically to be

grouped together.  For example, the set of shipments represented by the NORTH-TUNISIA-

LATE aggregate would have been retrieved by a query like: "the set of shipments, whose mode
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is SEA, priority is between 1 and 6, lateness is positive,  LAD (i.e. due-date) is Ôamong the

lowest valuesÕ, and which are delivered to ports where Ôthere are a lot of late shipments and some

of which are close geographicallyÕ."

One of the features of the AM is its ability to create (compose) an aggregate by just selecting and

combining multiple aggregates in the AM.  For example, suppose we are interested in the

combination of high-priority (<4) sea shipments and all air shipments (we assume air is high

priority).  We can decompose SEA into different priority levels (or choose only one priority level

if we so desire) and then compose the high-priority sea aggregate (SEA-HIGHPRIO<4) with the

aggregate representing all air shipments (AIR) in the AM (see Figure 9) to form a new aggregate

(HIGH-PRIO).  Composed aggregates, such as HIGH-PRIO are placed in the outliner one step to

the left of their leftmost child aggregate to avoid confusing them as parts of other aggregates.

Since AIR and SEA are distinct categories their combination contains no overlapping elements.

Suppose we decide that North Tunisia is a high priority area and thus any shipment with a

destination port there is considered high priority.  We could aggregate all shipments in North

Tunisia on the map, name it NORTH-TUNISIA-PRIO and move the aggregate to the AM.  We

then compose NORTH-TUNISIA-PRIO with HIGH-PRIO to form INTEREST-SHIPMENTS

(Figure 9).  There may be overlapping shipments between these two sets.  The system is aware of

any overlapping shipments and makes sure that the resulting aggregate references each

appropriately.  Notice that the count for the INTEREST-SHIPMENTS  aggregate is less than the

sum of HIGH-PRIO and NORTH-TUNISA-PRIO.

Figure 9:  Combining aggregates.

Note that the integration of AM and DQ supports the formation of disjunctive queries which are

impossible with DQ alone.  Forming complex queries in the aggregate manipulator is intuitive --

users do not even have to recognize that they are creating queries.  Such a straightforward

mechanism helps the users to concentrate on their data and goals, rather than on the formation of

queries.
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These examples have shown how the AM is a useful mechanism for discovering properties of

information in a large data set and how the use of various visualizations can assist the user in this

process.  In the real estate example, we will elaborate on how AM and DQ synergistically

operate in our system and how they are useful for different purposes.

6.2  Real Estate

Our real estate data consists of attributes from an actual real estate database of houses sold. There

are 27 attributes (Figure 10) with varied data types: quantitative (e.g., selling price), nominal

(e.g., neighborhood), and interval (e.g., date of sale). The attributes of the house data have three

natural hierarchical relationships. City can be decomposed into neighborhoods or zip codes.

Companies can be decomposed into offices (selling or listing), and offices can be decomposed by

agents. There are many possible user-defined partition options as discussed in Section 3.

¥ address
¥ neighborhood
¥ city
¥ zip code
¥ age of house
¥ type of house

¥ selling price
¥ asking price
¥ date of sale
¥ assessment
¥ tax

¥ selling office
¥ listing office
¥ listing agent
¥ company
¥ days on market

¥ number of rooms
¥ number of bedrooms
¥ number of bathrooms
¥ style of house
¥ fireplace
¥ garage

¥ lot size
¥ living room size
¥ dining room size
¥ kitchen size
¥ master bedroom size

Figure 10:  Attributes of the real estate data set.

In this section, we will discuss two scenarios. The first shows the weaknesses of using the AM

alone. The second scenario shows how using DQ alone would require substantial work for the

user. For both these cases, we show how using the combination of the AM and DQ is most

effective.

Consider the following scenario.  Jennifer is new to the Pittsburgh area and has the following

goals for a house: (a) in the price range $100,000 to $150,000, (b) a lot size of at least 5000 sq.

ft., because she wants a nice back yard, (c) at least 4 bedrooms, and (d) close to Carnegie Mellon

University (i.e. in the neighborhoods of Shadyside, Squirrel or Pt. Breeze).

Jennifer would like to see houses which match these criteria and their map locations.  The initial

state of the system has the aggregate ÒAllHousesÓ in the AM and all houses displayed on the map

(Figure 11). First, Jennifer creates dynamic query sliders for the attributes Selling Price, Lot Size

and Neighborhood. After she selects the appropriate ranges or values for these queries, the map

displays houses in Shadyside, Squirrel Hill and Point Breeze, with a price between 100-150K

and lot size over 5000 sq. ft. Jennifer then selects all the data on the map and creates a new

aggregate ÒSq-Shady-PBÓ.

Note that if Jennifer wanted a group with more or fewer houses, she could change the sliders

until she had approximately the number she desired. This is an awkward procedure in the AM
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because it requires creating a new user-defined partition for each revision and then looking either

at the summary statistics or displaying the new partition on the map.

Figure 11:  A readable representation of the interface as a result of using the AM and

DQ to partition house data.  There are four workspaces with various options

accessible via pop-up menus from the buttons in the upper left hand corner.

Figure 11 shows the results of the operations and summary statistics and data for the aggregate

ÒSq-Shady-PBÓ. To partition ÒSq-Shady-PBÓ, she presses on it in the outliner of the AM, which

gives a pop-up menu of attributes and selects the attribute Ò# Bedrooms.Ó She chooses to

partition the attribute Ò# BedroomsÓ into individual values. All non-empty aggregate groups are

displayed in the AM (in this case 3-8) along with summary statistics for any specified columns

(in this case Average Selling Price and Count). To get the display in the Data Detail Area, she

selects the aggregate ÒSq-Shady-PBÓ, uses an AM option to move it to the Detail Area and then

chooses the attribute Ò# BedroomsÓ from a column header pop-up menu in the same manner as

that for the summary statistics.

The second scenario involves another situation in which we show the combination of the AM

and DQ is superior to either method alone. John wants to sell his house and is looking for

possible real estate agents.  He believes his house will sell for around $250,000. He wants to

know which company and then which sales agent has sold the most houses in the price range
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$200,000-$300,000 in his neighborhood in the last year. DQ alone is quite awkward to use

because John would have to select all combinations of company and sales agents and then count

the number of houses that appear on the map.  However, DQ is easy to use for simple selection

of the neighborhood and ranges for the price and date. From this he creates an aggregate

ExpensiveSales (Figure 12). He then partitions this aggregate by the attribute company and

selects two summary statistics: ÒTotalÓ (for the attribute ÒSelling PriceÓ) and ÒCountÓ. After

finding that Howell & Co. sold the most houses, he decomposes this aggregate of houses by sales

agent. The result of this decomposition is that John can quickly see that Helen Foster sold the

most houses.

Figure 12: The AM as a result of decomposing the aggregate ExpensiveSales by the

attribute company and decomposing the partition Howell & Co. by the attribute sales

agent.

These examples have shown how AM and DQ synergistically operate in our system and how

they are useful for different purposes.  The process of aggregation provides control over the level

of detail of data shown.  Slider mechanisms allow rapid filtering of the data.  We will now

discuss how these techniques can be used in our framework and how the components,

knowledge, and directives modules need to be extended.

7.  EXTENSIONS REQUIRED FOR LARGE DATA SETS

The IDES system and the examples above show how effective data manipulation tools can assist

users in the data exploration process.  For a computer-supported data graphic design system to

handle these capabilities, the directives and knowledge must be extended and a data manipulation

and analysis tool must be provided.  In addition, we propose adding a data characterization
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generator, which allows the user to specify their own hierarchical decompositions.  This section

will discuss these extensions.

7.1  Presentation Directives

As discussed in section 2.2, presentation directives are the means by which users communicate

their intent for the creation of graphics.  In order to support interactive data exploration,

presentation directives must be extended to allow users to communicate their data exploration

intent as well.

Additional data directives must be generated when users communicate with the data

manipulation and analysis component of the system to control their data.  Examples of data

directives include specifying the scope of the data to be displayed and specifying desired

summary statistics for a group of data.

Task directives must be extended to allow users to specify when control over scope, focus of

attention or level of detail is needed in a visualization.  For example, to allow control over focus

of attention a directive specifying the users need to actively filter visualized data based on values

of a specified attribute could be generated.  Such a request might result in the design of a

visualization with built-in dynamic query sliders.

To allow control over level of detail, a directive might allow users to specify a particular data

hierarchy to be used when data needs to be aggregated.  For example, the user might specify

when presenting data on people that if there are too many individuals to display, the system

should display groups of people by income, age or other breakdown which accomplishes a

directive (like minimizing overlap or achieving better distribution of attribute values).  Such

directives must be expressed in a vocabulary that is sufficiently general and atomic to enable

their use in interface mechanisms which control the addition and removal of visible data as part

of the process of controlling scope or expanding aggregates.

7.2  Data Characterization for Aggregates

Exploration of large data sets requires two features with which we have experimented in IDES:

aggregates and hierarchies.  Aggregates represent groupings of data and abstractions or

summaries of their attributes. Hierarchies help define and organize aggregates. Each aggregate

data object has an associated set of data elements, a data characterization that describes the set,

and representative data values for each attribute based on global properties of the set. A system

can use representative values and display them using aggregate gateways, which are the graphic
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representation of aggregate data objects that enable interactive expansion to greater detail. A

system selects representative values of attributes and visualizes them as gateways appropriately

is due to its knowledge of aggregate data characteristics.

An aggregate data object is an abstraction and grouping of similar individual data objects and its

characteristics can be derived partly from those of the data elements from which it is composed.

For example, an aggregate of shipment data objects will express abstractions of shipment

attributes: weight, port,  and date. Weight is a quantitative attribute that can be summarized by a

mean, mode, total,  range, or a distribution frequency (i.e. number of elements with each value or

the number of different values).  In contrast, port is a nominal attribute, which can only be

summarized with a distribution-count (i.e. the frequency of different values in the set, or possibly

just the most frequent value).  Dates are interval attributes,  which can be represented with the

same summary statistics as quantitative attributes except total.

Knowledge of data characteristics can also guide the choice of an attribute to partition data

elements into aggregates, independent of the manner in which their attributes are summarized.

For example, nominal  attributes can be used to group data objects which have the same value

(e.g. shipments destined for the same port). Quantitative and temporal attributes can be used to

group data objects with common values, but they can also group data based on intervals (i.e.

ranges). We discussed the use of equi-frequency and equi-interval methods of grouping data into

aggregates in the section on IDES.

These observations  enable a knowledge-based system to automatically select (or support user

selection of)  attributes and values to define groupings to create aggregates when the level of

detail must be reduced.  They also enable a system to select appropriate graphic techniques to

visualize groups and the representative values which summarize their attributes. For example,

they enable a system to select bar lengths for totals or medians of quantitative attributes but not

for the medians  of sets of dates - a median of a set of dates is still a date and must be expressed

as a coordinate rather than an amount [16]. Similar knowledge enables interval bars to be

selected to express quantitative or temporal ranges.

In addition to knowledge of aggregate characteristics derived from element data, a data

exploration system requires knowledge of strategies for hierarchically structuring data

aggregates. There are three types of knowledge of hierarchical relationships:

¥ Domain independent: knowledge of universal hierarchical relationships, e.g., that days

are grouped into weeks or calendar months, and then into years.
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¥ Domain dependent: knowledge specific to an application, e.g. that dates in a college's

academic year can be aggregated by months with semesters (Fall, Spring and Summer

semesters); dates in a business calendar might be aggregated by quarter (Jan-Mar, Apr-

Jun, etc.).

¥ User-defined:  knowledge that a user provides for a particular data set. For example, for

population data, the user may want to use a new partition of the states which divide the

states into coastal and non-coastal ones or alphabetically organized groups.

Just as a system can choose attributes to group data elements and summarize other attributes, it

can use hierarchical structures like these to control the level of detail. Hierarchies provide

intuitive methods for moving flexibly across levels of detail, enabling users to  control

aggregation and decomposition and keep track of the relationships  among aggregates at different

levels (i.e. parents and siblings in a tree).

A mechanism which must be added to support manipulation is a data characterization builder.

Such a tool would enable users to interactively create and store new hierarchical structures for

grouping data and controlling level of detail (e.g. to provide the ability to create the holiday/non-

holiday breakdown of all-dates depicted in Figure 5a).  It updates the data characterization so that

the presentation system will be aware of the new hierarchy for aggregation purposes.  The ability

to quickly and easily create hierarchies allows users to group their data in partitions they want to

explore repeatedly and in ways that are meaningful for specific instances of data.

7.3  Extensions to the Design Knowledge

Besides being used to display data, the IDES display area can be used to create and manipulate

aggregates as we have shown.  If the level of detail is too great (i.e. there are too many

overlapping data points), the presentation system can choose to group and aggregate data by

using the aggregate gateway graphical object.  Once displayed, the user can expand an aggregate

gateway to increase detail.  If the aggregate gateway contains too much data to fit into a newly

generated display, the presentation system must choose between three options: permit overly

dense and overlapping data representations, change the scale and use scrolling controls to expose

portions of the data, or reduce the visible data by creating new  aggregates (i.e., those that do not

overlap as much or that create an intermediate number of aggregates).

In addition, there are several possibilities for the graphic resulting from the expansion of the

aggregate gateway:

¥ expand the aggregate data into the same display.
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¥ create a separate display for the more detailed data, using the same graphic techniques as

the parent display.

¥ create a separate display, using new techniques which shows only the detailed data.

¥ create a new display with new techniques which enable both the expanded and

unexpanded aggregate data from the original display to coexist effectively.

¥ create a new display following some presentation directives that the user provides.  For

example, the user might want to emphasize a particular dimension of the aggregate

differently from the previous display.

Design knowledge can also be used to select interface techniques in the data exploration tools.

For example, instead of the outliner form of the aggregate manipulator as shown in Figure 11, a

hierarchical graph (node-link diagram) might be used to show additional relations between

aggregates or a Tree Map [21] to better show quantitative attributes of aggregates.  Another

example is the case where the data includes nominal attributes with a large number of values.

Based on knowledge of the task and data characteristics, a system could select a form of DQ

called the Alphaslider [2], which allow users to rapidly choose nominal values.

8.  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

One important component in the design of user interfaces for exploring large data sets is that of

data manipulation techniques.  In this paper we explored these techniques with respect to a

classification for data manipulation user goals, that of scope, focus of attention, and level of

detail. We integrated into our interactive data exploration system, IDES, the technique of

dynamic query, whose strength is scope operations, with the aggregate manipulator, whose

strength is control of level of detail. We demonstrated how the combination of these tools  can

enable people to efficiently answer questions that are typical in data exploration.

Another important component for exploration large data sets is data visualization techniques.

Automatic presentation systems are useful in that they relieve the user of the need to design and

construct pictures.  However, they must have features that allow users to construct graphics (as

with SageBrush) and find previously constructed graphics to reuse or modify (as with

SageBook).

In this paper, we have proposed a framework for knowledge-based, interactive data exploration.

We have discussed the components that such a system should have in terms of our research on

IDES and SageTools. Implementing this  framework would require addressing all the issues we

have presented:
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¥ Developing richer directives that refer to characteristics of data, tasks, design choices,

and aesthetic preferences.

¥ Extending characterization vocabulary to describe both the hierarchical structure of data

as well as the data exploration tasks that users perform.

¥ Developing approaches to visualizing information using aggregate graphical objects, to

serve both as useful representations of data and as mechanisms to explore data, i.e. as a

gateway to more detailed data.

¥ Developing and testing interface mechanisms that support data exploration, including

filtering, dynamic query, painting, hierarchy expansion and contraction, scrolling, and

mechanisms for structuring, partitioning, and aggregating data.

¥ Developing interface mechanisms for interacting with automatic presentation systems,

such as SageBrush and SageBook, which enable users to communicate presentation

directives in a natural way.

¥ Developing and understanding the processes of data manipulation, data analysis and data

visualization and their relationships.

In addition, future research will involve performing user studies to ascertain how well people are

able to use the various components of these systems.  In regard to IDES, we plan to explore how

our object-attribute paradigm needs to be expanded to relational data that does not fall in this

paradigm.  We also plan to incorporate other visualization techniques, such as brushing, which

supports coordination of attributes across multiple displays.
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